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1. INTRODUCTION 
The properties of involutions in groups, and in particular the centralizers of 
involutions, often exert a very strong influence over the structure of the group. 
One of the best known illustrations of this is the celebrated theorem of Brauer 
and Fowler [2], which asserts that there are only finitely many finite simple 
groups in which the centralizer of an involution has given order. This has been 
refined by Fong [3] as follows: 
THEOREM 1 (Fong). There exists a function fi(c) such that if G is a finite 
group containing an involution i such that I CG(i)l :(; c, then I G : 0 2•2(S(G))I :(; 
ft(c). 
Here S( G) denotes the soluble radical of G and 0 p' P( G) the largest normal 
p-nilpotent subgroup of G. 
On the other hand, for infinite groups, Sunkov [6] has proved the following 
remarkable result: 
THEOREM 2 (Sunkov). Let G be a periodic group containing an involution i 
with finite centralizer. Then G contains a soluble normal subgroup of finite index, 
and so is locally finite. 
In this paper we shall prove a theorem which extends both of these results, 
though both are used in its proof. 
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THEOREM. There exists a function f(m) such that if G is a periodic group 
containing an involution i with I Cc(i)l = m, then G contains a nilpotent subgroup 
of class at most two and index ~f(m). 
We make no attempt to describe such a functionf explicitly, except in certain 
special cases. 
By Sunkov's Theorem, G is locally finite, and a routine inverse limit argu-
ment, applied to the set of finite subgroups of G containing i (see [5, Chap. 1, 
Sect. K]) allows us to reduce the proof of the theorem to the case when G is 
finite. Thus this paper is really about finite groups. By Fong's Theorem, G 
then contains a soluble normal subgroup of bounded index, and so we can 
assume G is soluble. We could even assume G 2-nilpotent, but this will not be 
necessary. 
In proving the theorem, it will usually be more convenient to think of a finite 
soluble group G admitting an involutory automorphism a: such that I Cc(a:)l = m. 
We have to show that G has a nilpotent subgroup of class at most two and 
bounded index. We do this in two stages. First we prove the result when G is 
nilpotent, and then we show that the Fitting subgroup F( G) of G has bounded 
index. The second part of the argument can be carried out when two is replaced 
by an arbitrary prime and will be dealt with in that generality in a later publica-
tion, but because of the simplicity of the argument for the prime two, it seems 
worth giving it separately. 
The following fact will be useful: 
LEMMA 1.1. Let G be a finite group admitting an automorphism a:, and let N 
be a normal at-invariant subgroup of G. Then 
(i) I Cc/N(a:)l ~ I Cc(a:)l. 
(ii) If (l(a:)l, I G I) = 1, then Cc!N(a:) = Cc(a:)NIN. 
Proof. (i) The proof of this can be found for example in [1], but we give 
it for convenience. If KIN= Cc!N(a:), then by replacing G by K we can 
obviously assume that a: operates trivially on GIN. Then the map 8: g-+ [g, a:] = 
g-1g" maps G into N, and so I im e I ~ IN I· If gl 'g2 E G, then B(gl) = 8(g2) 
if and only if g2g11 E Cc(ot) =:c. Hence I im e I =I G: c I = I GIll c I ~ 
IN I, and so I G: N I =I GIll N I~ I C I, as required. 
(ii) This is well known, see for example [4, I.18.6]. 
Lemma 1.1 in fact extends immediately to the locally finite case. 
2. NILPOTENT GROUPS 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a finite p-group of class 3 and suppose that I G' Ira( G) I = 
pn. Then G contains a subgroup U such that 
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(i) U? G', 
(ii) I G: Ul ~pn•, 
(iii) U is nilpotent of class at most two. 
We use {y;(G)} to denote the lower central series of a group G, and G' = y2(G). 
Proof. Let Z(G) be the centre of G and Z1 = G' n Z(G)? y3(G). Thus 
I G': zl I ~pn, and there exist n elements xl , ... , Xn E G such that zl = 
CG'(<x1 , ••. , xn)). Let H = <x1 , •.. , Xn)· Since I(G/Z1)' I ~pn, each element of 
GjZ1 has at most pn conjugates and so, if UfZ1 = Cc;z (HZ1/Z1), then 
I G: U I ~ pn2. Clearly U? G'. Finally, [H, U, U] ~ [Z1 , U] = 1, and by 
the three subgroups lemma, [H, U'] = 1. Hence U' ~ Cc·(H) = Z1 , and so 
U is nilpotent of class at most two. 
It will be convenient to say that an automorphism inverts a group, if it inverts 
every element of that group. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a finite p-group admitting an involutory automorphism ex. 
If G = [G, ex], then ex inverts y;(G)fyi+l(G) if i is odd, and centralizes y;(G)/yi+1(G) 
if i is even. 
Proof. We may assume G =F 1, in which case p =F 2. Since G = [G, ex], 
we see that ex inverts Gfy2(G). If x1 , ... ,X; E G, then the coset of the commutator 
[x1 , ..• , x;] modulo Yi+1(G) depends only on the cosets of x1 , ... ,X; mod G' and 
hence mod Yi+1(G) we have [x1 , ... ,X;]"'= [x1"', ... , x;"'] [x!\ ... , x-;1] -
[x1 , •.. , x;]<-ll\ from which the assertion follows. 
The next lemma deals with the special case of the theorem when G is a 
p-group. When p =F 2, notice that we obtain an explicit bound. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a finite p-group admitting an involutory automorphism 
ex with I Cc(ex)l = pm. Then 
(i) If p =F 2, G contains an ex-invariant subgroup of nilpotency class at 
most two and index at most pt.<m>, where f 2(m) = !2 + 22 + ·· · + m2• 
(ii) If p = 2, then G contains an ex-invariant abelian subgroup of index at 
most 2fa<ml, where f 3(m) is a certain integer-valued function. 
Proof. (i) We use induction on m. If m = 0 then ex operates fixed point 
freely on G, and so G is abelian. Thus we may putf2(0) = 0. Now suppose that 
m > 0 and the statement has been proved for smaller values. 
If G > [G, ex], then by Lemma l.l(ii) we have I G: [G, ex] I =pi, where 
0 < i ~ m, and for G1 = [G, ex] we have ICc (ex)l = pm-i. By induction, G1 1 
contains an ex-invariant subgroup of nilpotency class at most two and index at 
most pt.<m-il, and since f 2(m- i) + i ~f2(m), the result holds in this case. 
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Now suppose that G = [G, ex]. Suppose that G has nilpotency class t, and 
put s = t if t is odd, or s = t + 1 if t is even. Then, by Lemma 2.2, ex inverts 
y s( G). We may suppose that s > 1, and hence we may choose an element 
x E Ys-1(G)\ys(G) such that xP E Ys(G). By Lemma 2.2, ex centralizes 
Ys-1(G)fys(G), and so H = (x, Ys(G)) is a normal ex-invariant subgroup of G. 
By Lemma l.l(ii), I Cam(cx)l = pm-l and so by induction, GjH contains an 
ex-invariant subgroup Uf H such that I G : U I ~ pt.<m-ll and y3( U) ~ H. Then 
yiU) ~ Ys(G). Let U1 = [U, ex]= [U, n:, ex] [4, 111.13.3]. Then by Lemma l.l(ii), 
I U: U1 I = pm-i, for some j with 0 ~j ~ m, and y4(U1) ~ y.(G). By 
Lemma 2.2, IX centralizes Y4(Ul), and so by the choice of s, Y4(Ul) = 1 and ul 
has class at most three. Also by Lemma 2.2, ex centralizes U~fy3( U1), and so, 
as I CuJcx)l ~pi, we have I U~/Y:;(Ul)l ~pi, and Lemma 2.1 tells us that ul 
contains a subgroup V such that V has class at most two, V ;? U~ , and 
I ul : vI ~pi". Since IX inverts UlfU~' vis ex-invariant. Also 
Finally, / 2(m - 1) + m + j(j - 1) ~ j 2(m - 1) + m + m(m - 1) 
f 2(m- 1) + m2 = f 2(m), and so Vis the subgroup sought. 
(ii) Here G is a 2-group, and by forming the semidirect product G(cx), 
we can suppose that ex is an involution in G. Let A be a maximal abelian normal 
subgroup of G. If A1 = Q1(A) ={a E A: a2 = 1}, then thinking of A1 as a 
vector space over the field of two elements and n: as a linear transformation 
of A1 , we have (ex- 1)2 = cx2 - 2n: + 1 = 0. Hence the map a-->- a( ex- 1) 
determines an embedding of A1/CA1(cx) into CA1(cx), and we have I A1 I~ 22m. 
Therefore A has rank at most 2m, that is, A is a direct product of at most 2m 
cyclic groups. 
By Lemma l.l(i), I A: [A, cx]l ~2m, and so [A, ex] ;? B = {a2m: a E A}. If 
wE A, then clearly n: inverts w-1w" = [w, ex]. Hence ex inverts B. Since the 
inverting automorphism lies in the centre of the automorphism group of every 
abelian group, we find that [G, ex] centralizes B. By Lemma 1.1, Ca(B), which 
contains (G, ex], has index at most 2m in G. Since AjB has bounded rank and 
bounded exponent, its order is bounded in terms of m, and hence its centralizer 
in G has bounded index. Thus G contains a subgroup U of bounded index 
which centralizes both AjB and B. Hence UfCu(A) is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of Hom(AjB, B). This is because, if u E U, the map Tu: a-->- [a, u] is a homo-
morphism of A into B which induces one of A/B into B, and the map u-->- T u 
is the desired embedding. Now AjB is a direct product of at most 2m cyclic 
groups of orders dividing 2m, and B has rank at most 2m, and hence 
I Hom(A/B, B)l = I Hom(AjB, Qm(B))I is at most 24"'3• Hence I U: Cu(A)I is 
bounded by a function of m. Since A is a maximal abelian normal subgroup 
of G, Cu(A) ~A, and hence I G: A I is bounded in terms of m. 
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CoROLLARY 2.4. Let G be a finite nilpotent group admitting an involutory 
automorphism a:, and let I Ca(a:)l = m. Then G has an a-invariant subgroup of 
nil potency class at most two and index bounded by a function of m. 
Proof. We note that if p is any prime not dividing m, then a: operates fixed 
point freely on the Sylow p-subgroup G11 of G, and so G11 is abelian. Lemma 2.3 
then gives the result. 
We should remark for completeness that in the situation of the corollary, 
there need not be an abelian subgroup of bounded index. This is because an 
extraspecial group P of order p2k+l (p c# 2) admits an automorphism cr. of 
order two which inverts the Frattini factor group; thus I Cp(cr.)l = p, while k 
may be arbitrarily large. 
3. GENERAL CASE 
We need the following simple representation-theoretic lemma: 
LEMMA 3 .1. Let G = A< u) be the semidirect product of a finite abelian 
normal subgroup A by a cyclic group (u) of prime order q. Let k be a field and V 
a kG-module, of finite dimension over k, such that V = [V, [A, u ]]. Then dimk V = 
q · dimk Cv(u). 
Proof. If li is any extension field of k and V = V @k li, then Cp(u) = 
Cv(u) @k li. This well known fact is proved by writing V = ffiwE!.l V@ w, 
where Q is a k-basis for li. Hence we may assume that k is algebraically closed. 
Let p ~ 0 be the characteristic of k, and write A = P X Q, where P is the 
Sylow p-subgroup of A and Q the Sylow p'-subgroup; put P = 1 and Q =A 
if p = 0. We claim that V = [V, [Q, u]]. For [V, [Q, u]] is a kG-submodule 
of V. If it is proper, then it is contained in a maximal submodule W of V. The 
irreducible module V(W is trivial for P and for [Q, u] and hence for [A, u] = 
[P, u] X [Q, u]. Hence [V, [A, u]] ~ W, contrary to the hypothesis. Thus we 
indeed have V = [V, [Q, u]], and by considering Q(u) instead of G, we may 
assume that A is a p'-group. Then VA is completely reducible, and W = 
[W, [A, u]] for any kA-submodule W of V. 
Now every irreducible kG-module X such that X= [X, [A, u]] is induced 
from A and so has dimension q. For if X 1 is an irreducible A-submodule of X, 
then the stabilizer of xl is A, since otherwise XA is homogenous, A acts on it 
by scalar multiplication and [A, u] is trivial on X. Clifford's Theorem then 
shows that X is induced from A, as claimed. It follows from this that if T is 
any irreducible kA-submodule of V, so that dimk T = 1, then T ffi Tu ffi ··· EB 
Tuq-l is an irreducible kG-submodule. Therefore V is a sum of irreducible 
kG-modules, each induced from A, and must be the direct sum of a collection 
of them. Each of these contributes one to dimk Cv(u), and the result follows. 
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Proof of theorem. By the remarks following the statement of the theorem, 
we need to consider a finite soluble group G admitting an involutory automor-
phism ex such that I CG(ex)l = m, and have to show that G contains a nilpotent 
subgroup of class at most two and index bounded by a function of m. Let F(G) 
denote the Fitting subgroup of G and F 2(G)/F(G) = F(GfF(G)). By Corol-
lary 2.4, it suffices to bound I G: F(G)I. If G = GfF(G), thenF2(G) = Cc(FlG)) 
[4, III.4.2] and so it suffices to bound IF2(G)I. Hence we may assume that 
G =F2(G). 
By Lemma l.l(i), I Co(ex)l ~ m, and as G is now nilpotent, Corollary 2.4 
gives us an ex-invariant subgroup H = HfF(G) of G, of nilpotency class at 
most two and index bounded by a function of m. Since F(G) = F(H), we may 
assume that G = H, so that G is nilpotent of class at most two. Let Z = Z/F(G) 
be the centre of G. Then G/Z is abelian and if G1 = [G, ex]Z, then ex inverts 
every element of G1fZ, and Lemma l.l(i) shows that I G: G1 I ~ m. Let 
A= A/F(G) be a maximal abelian normal subgroup of G1 = G1fF(G). Then 
G1 ? A ? Z, and so A is ex-invariant. Also A ? Cc (A), and so bounding I A I 
- - 1 -
will bound I G1 I and hence I G I· Therefore we may assume that G is abelian, 
and since ex inverts [G, ex], Lemma l.l(i) allows us to even assume that ex inverts G. 
Now let G2 be the semidirect product G2 = G<cx). ThenF(G) =F(G2) n G 
and so it suffices to show that I G2 :F(G2)1 is bounded. To this end, we can 
assume that the Frattini subgroup of G2 is trivial [4, III.4.2]. Hence F(G2) is a 
direct product of minimal normal subgroups of G2 [4, III.4.5], and so is F(G). 
Let W be such a minimal normal subgroup which is not centralized by [G, ex]. 
We can view Was an irreducible kF-module, where k is a suitable finite prime 
field and F = G2fF(G2), which is the split extension of an abelian normal 
subgroup B = GF(G2)/F(G2)'"" G/F(G) inverted by an involution which we 
may denote by ex. If W1 is any irreducible B-submodule of W, then BfCB(W1) is 
cyclic and CB(Wl) <J B<ex). Since w = wl + Wlex, we find that CB(Wl) = 
CB(W), and so FfCB(W) is a dihedral group. We have [W, [B, ex]] =I= 0 by 
hypothesis, and so W = [W, [B, ex]] as W is irreducible. By Lemma 3.1, 
I Cw(a:)l 2 = I WI· Hence, if W* is the product of all minimal normal subgroups 
like W, we have I W* /2 = I Cw.(ex)/ 2 ~ m2• Hence I[G, ex] : CrG.a:J(W*)/ is 
bounded by a function of m. But CrG.a:J(W*) = C[G,a:J(F(G)), clearly, and this 
is contained in F(G). Hence J[G, cx]F(G)fF(G)/ is bounded, and by a final 
application of Lemma l.l(i), we find that I G/F(G)J is bounded. 
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